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A: You have to set the name of the image in your code. I don't know where you set the name, but for
your example when you add image under web-app folder you should do it like this. img
src="${pageContext.request.contextPath}/images/myImage.png" where myImage.png is name of
your image. Don't forget to set correct path to images folder in your project structure. For example
in Spring MVC project (if you use Spring Framework) this path should be
/resources/img/myImage.png. This folder is usually in resources folder of your web application. Q:
Why does the function in a predicate transformer not get transformed in the newly created predicate
transformer? I have three predicate transformers: one is the builder of the node (which is a
predicate), two are predicates given by the user (e.g. father_of). Since I have three predicate
transformers, why does the third predicate transformer always get copied to the new predicate
transformers that were created by the builders? The following is my current code: void
predicate_transformer::transform(graph& g) { for_each_in_edges(g, [&](edge e) {
g[get_edge_predicate(e)] = transform_edge(e, g); }); } predicate_transformer builder(graph& g) {
return [this](edge e) { return false; }; } double example_builder::compare() { return 1.1; } double
example_builder::compare2() { return 1.1; } predicate_transformer father_of(graph& g) { return
[this](edge e) { return g[get_edge_predicate(e)]; }; } predicate_transformer father_of2(graph& g) {
return [this](edge e) {
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